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ABSTRACT
This research is concerned with vehicle routing problems in the
public sector. Specifically, the problems of routing vehicles to service
every street in a complex highway network are analyzed. Chapter I
presents a general overview of what these problems are, and discusses
the general theoretical problem known in the literature as the Chinese
postman problem. Chapter II analyzes the specific problems of trash
collection and snow plowing, and demonstrates how these problems are in
fact variations of the Chinese postman problem which require the con-
sideration of additional constraints such as those imposed by limited
vehicle capacity. Chapter III gives a brief review of existing algorithms
for the Chinese postman problem, while Chapter IV describes some new
algorithms proposed by the author, including one which is an attempt at
handling the capacity constraint. Finally, Chapter V offers some compu-
tational experience on a large scale problem using one of these proposed
new algorithms. Results indicate that the algorithm used in Chapter V
is a feasible way to solve certain vehicle routing problems for large
cities, but more research remains to be done in the search for more
efficient and more versatile algorithms.
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CHAPTER I. INTRODUCTION TO VEHICLE ROUTING PROBLEMS
1. General Overview
The problems faced by local, state, and federal governments in
meeting their citizens' needs such as education, transportation, and a
clean environment, are known as public sector problems. Problems faced
by industry in their quest for more efficient operating procedures and
greater profits are known as private sector problems. Until recently,
most of the effort in the field of operations research has been con-
centrated on private sector problems. There are two major reasons for
this. The first reason is that the objective in the private sector is
generally much easier to express. It almost exclusively is to maximize
profits or to minimize costs, where benefits and costs are clearly
defined and quantifiable in commensurate units. In the public sector,
on the other hand, people often cannot even agree on objectives, let
alone quantify them. This is because intangibles of a political and
social nature are involved. Currently, research is being conducted to
define public sector problems more precisely.
The second reason for the lack of research in public sector problems
is due to the inherent size of these problems. A private contractor
who desires to optimize his operation usually must service relatively
few customers, and thus faces what is basically a discrete problem,
since each individual demand can be handled separately. Government, on
the other hand, has a different objective, that is to serve the public in
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general, so it has much greater demands to be taken into consideration,
and the optimal operation problem turns into a continuous one because
there are too many demands to treat each one individually. Generally,
the discrete problem is easier to solve. Fortunately, though, with the
development of more sophisticated operations research techniques and the
availability of modern high speed computers, it now becomes possible to
attempt to solve these large scale problems, both continuous as well as
discrete. This thesis will be concerned primarily with the public
sector.
One class of problems encountered in the analysis of the public
sector involves the routing of vehicles. This problem is basic to such
city services as trash collection, street cleaning, postal delivery, and
meter reading for municipal power companies. The basic problem involved
in all these services is finding optimal least cost routes for vehicles
which must service every street in a complex road network. The related
general theoretical problem, known in graph theory as the Chinese postman
problem, is to trace the shortest continuous path through a network so
that every arc is covered at least once. Edmonds [8 ], Glover [1 0 , and
Murty[ 2 1 ] offer algorithms with three different approaches to solve the
theoretical problem.
Unfortunately, the Chinese postman problem is not an adequate model
for many important city services. In trash collection, for instance,
each vehicle is subject to a capacity constraint so that a single truck
cannot possibly service an entire city in one trip. A truck must return
to the city dump or incinerator each time it is full before it can resume
-9-
its tour. This means finding many distinct continuous tours, each with
a common origin, rather than just one tour. In snow plowing, time
constraints cause the use of more than one vehicle with the added con-
straint requiring all primary roads to be plowed before any secondary
roads, which in turn must all be plowed before any residential streets
are plowed. The Chinese postman problem of finding a single shortest
continuous path covering every arc in the network is obviously not
capable of handling these added constraints.
Certain additional constraints must also be given consideration in
defining these public sector problems. In trash collection, how often
will trash be collected, how many men and trucks will be needed, should
transfer sites be used, and what type of disposal facility is best? In
snow plowing, when should the plowing start, when should it end, and how
many men are needed? All these questions must be answered, whether by
some form of ad hoc reasoning as is presently the case, or by using
analytical techniques such as those for trash collection suggested by
Marks and Liebman[ 71. The cost of collecting trash from a given street,
for instance, will depend on the frequency of collection because the
more often the street is serviced, the less trash will accumulate, so the
faster the truck can move along. With a lighter load, perhaps even
fewer men will be required for a crew. There is also the sociological
effects of increased collection frequency to be considered. But do these
advantages compensate for the increased costs of more frequent collections?
This thesis will ignore these very important questions, and instead will
be concerned with finding the optimal routing subject to a given policy.
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Certainly the solution techniques developed in this thesis may be a
useful tool in the analysis for determining the optimal policy to use.
By varying policies and finding optimal routes in each case, costs can
be determined for each policy, and the optimal policy selected.
2. Formulation of the Chinese Postman Problem
The recurrent theme in these routing problems is to minimize the
total distance travelled in describing an edge covering tour, i.e., in
traversing every edge in the network at least once. Although the Chinese
postman problem alone is not an adequate model for most real world
problems, by studying solution techniques for the theoretical problem,
adaptations of these techniques may become apparent which lend themselves
to the real world problems. With this in mind, the following general
formulation of the Chinese postman problem is presented since it is the
framework the practical problems will build from.
The Chinese Postman Problem
N N
Minimize I I CijXij )iul j=l ji
subject to:
N N
k Xki - k Xik 0 i-l,...N (2)
k-l X fk=l
Xij + Xi > 1 for all arcs (i,j) c A (3)ii j -
Xi > 0 and is integerij (4)
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where
N = the number of nodes in the network
A - the set of all arcs in the network
Xij = the number of times the arc from node i to node is traversed
Cij = the length of the arc from node i to node .
Expression (1) is the objective function which is the minimization
of the distance required to travel through the network and cover every
edge at least once. Equation (2) expresses the continuity of flow
requirement for the network; the number of edges travelled going into
any node must equal the number going out. Equation (3) states the
requirement that each edge must be travelled at least once, and equation
(4) is the nonnegativity restriction.
Although this formulation aids in the formal definition of the
underlying problem, it does not lend itself to any efficient solution
techniques. Traditional integer programming techniques such as branch
and bound algorithms and simplex based cutting plane algorithms are not
appropriate due to the size of these problems. Since any real city has
hundreds of streets, and the number of constraints as well as the number
of variables is at least twice the number of streets, these algorithms
with the present state of the art could not possibly handle the problem.
Also, the formulation, although highly structured, does not fit into any
standard network algorithms. The only existing algorithms for the
problem have been developed specifically for it, or involve manipulating
the problem to utilize a general solution technique. A discussion of
existing algorithms will be delayed until Chapter III, so that first a
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thorough analysis of some of the real problems as they actually exist can
be presented. Chapter IV will present proposed new solution techniques,
followed by the solution of a moderate sized sample problem in Chapter V.
CHAPTER II. ANALYSIS OF THE TRASH COLLECTION AND SNOW PLOWING
PROBLEMS FOR THE CITY OF CAMBRIDGE, MASSACHUSETTS
Before one can attempt the solution of complex real world problems,
it is necessary to understand what the problems and all their ramifica-
tions are. In order to gain greater insight into some of these problems,
this author spent a week working with the Public Works Department for
the city of Cambridge, Massachusetts. The city of Cambridge was selected
due to its proximity to the author, and due to the fact that it is
typical of a moderate sized city with many complex urban problems.
1. Analysis of the Trash Collection Problem
The problem of solid waste disposal is rapidly growing out of control
in urban America. Although a great deal of research is being conducted
into efficient means of disposal such as incineration and railroad haul,
currently collection costs rather than disposal costs make up most of the
budget. A study by Ludwig and Black [181 reveals that 85 percent of the
solid waste system cost in this country is due to collection while only
15 percent is due to disposal. Thus, in the short run at least, some of
the financial pressure may be taken off the solid waste disposal system
by improving collection efficiency. One scheme to accomplish this, which
is analyzed by Marks and Liebman 1 7 ] , involves setting up local transfer
facilities where the collection vehicle transfers its load to a vehicle




Certainly schemes such as this may prove beneficial for large cities
at least. However, one problem which most cities seem to have ignored is
efficient routing of the collection vehicles. As vehicles have become
larger and more efficient, each one can service a greater area with no
increase in the size of its crew. Due to the complexity of the problem,
though, as collection fleets become modernized, instead of completely
restructuring routes in light of increased efficiencies, city adminis-
trators merely append bits and pieces of a phased out route to remaining
routes. This often results in obvious inefficiencies such as routes which
are no longer contiguous. This author's investigation of the routing of
collection vehicles for the city of Cambridge revealed many such ineffi-
ciencies in the layout of routes. The city is divided into five main
sections, one of which is covered each weekday. Each section is further
divided io fifteen subsections, each of which is intended to be covered
by a separate truck. These subsections do not cover a compact area, but
often have streets interspersed amongst each other, and some even cover
two widely separated areas.
Moreover, during the summer of 1970 when this investigation was
made, rarely were more than nine or ten city trucks in operating condi-
tion on any given day. This necessitated the expensive practice of hiring
two or three private contractors, plus splitting up the remaining routes
among the trucks on an overtime basis. Since it was not known until the
start of the day how many trucks would be available, a superintendent
would split the unmanned routes into overtime assignments as best he could
off the top of his head, and then he would get in his car so he could
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find each crew and hand them their assignment. Since the overtime routes
were determined without even the aid of a map, and were scribbled down
on scraps of paper, streets were sometimes missed which would have to be
picked up by a special crew later that night. Also, although the area
covered by each subsection is well defined, in what order the streets are
to be covered is left to the drivers, who supposedly are familiar with
the area. Because no set routes exist, a city worker must drive along
in front of each contractor's crew to show them where to go. Also, the
same crew generally covers the same area each week since they are familiar
with the route. This causes complaints among the men since certain routes
are thought to be harder than others. If only set route assignments
were drawn up, these problems could be eliminated. It would be a simple
matter to partition a set route assignment among the available crews
before they leave in the morning. Also, it is much less expensive to
hand a contractor's crew a sheet of paper with a route on it than to pay
a city worker to show them the route. Finally, routes may be systemat-
ically rotated among the crews each week so that one crew does not
continually get one of the less desirable routes.
It should be mentioned at this point that one innovation which has
proven successful for the city of Cambridge is the use of an incentive
system. Each crew, instead of working set hours, is given an area to
cover. When they complete their assignment, they are free to leave. The
assignments are based upon the average collection load on each street and
average collection rates. Overtime pay is based on the average time which
would be required to cover streets not in the original assignment. Of
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course, the critical point in an incentive system is determining assign-
ments which are fair for all parties involved. The average crew for
the city of Cambridge completes its assignment between 12:30 and 1:00
instead of the normal quitting time of 4:00. However, it must be kept
in mind that the men take only a short 10 or 15 minute coffee break in
midmorning, and take no lunch hour. This author's experience has shown
that the men seem to push themselves extremely hard in order to finish
early. They no longer waste time with such common practices of the past
as junking, i.e., looking through barrels for salvageable items. Based
on Cambridge's experience, it would seem that the incentive system is a
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such as trash collection.
Whether or not the incentive system is used, one still wants the
most efficient way of routing vehicles through the area to be collected
from. Assuming such issues as collection frequency and number of crews
have been decided, what one would like to determine is the exact route
for each vehicle, including going to the dump, so as to minimize the
It ~ distance travelled by the entire fleet. Unfortunately, such rigid rout-
ing is inappropriate in this situation due to the great variation in
I| distance a truck can travel before being filled. Examination of actual
situations in Cambridge reveals that a truck may make two trips to the
dump from a route one week, but may have to make three trips from that
same route the next week. This apparent stochastic nature of refuse
'i1it 4 hrl tn omlvan4n a4sCefm mne woGuld mvilavIt Tthe trah oan'ratalr
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should average out among the many households serviced along any particular
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route. The best alternative in a situation such as this is in some
manner, usually based on past experience, determine how large an area a
single vehicle can service in a day, and then divide the city up into the
proper sized sections. The boundaries of the sections and the routing
of the vehicle within each section are chosen so as to minimize the
distance travelled by the fleet. Note that while in reality each section
should be further subdivided according to the number of trips the vehicle
must make to the disposal facility, this must be ignored in the analysis
due to the variance of this figure.
It can be seen then that the problem is somewhat more involved than
the theoretical Chinese postman problem. If there are m sections, m
distinct routes must be found. Note that if desired, each section could
be divided into two or three subsections and the optimal route calculated
in each case. The driver could then pick which route to use contingent
on how heavy a load he anticipates. In this case it would be necessary
to find 2m or 3m distinct routes. The problem of finding the minimal
route for a vehicle which cannot service the entire area in one trip due
to a capacity constraint is called the m-postmen Chinese postman problem.
Since in real life situations the vehicle may be constrained to begin and
terminate each tour at some centralized location such as the disposal
facility, each tour should in reality have a common origin. However,
this added restriction will be ignored in this thesis due to the added
complexity it brings to the problem. Obviously, finding routes for a
fleet of vehicles falls in the category of the m-postmen Chinese postman
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problem. Little if anything has been written in the literature concerning
this problem.
Other factors must also be taken into account in routing trash
collection vehicles besides the fact that a single vehicle cannot cover
the entire city in one trip. Many cities contain one way streets, which
unfortunately cannot be handled in the Chinese postman problem. Some
work in the form of an existence theorem for an Euler tour, which is a
path through a network which traverses each arc exactly once, has been
done by Johnson [13] on bidirected networks. A bidirected network, which
is generally what must be used to model a real city street network, is a
graph which contains both directed and undirected edges. Unfortunately,
Johnson's work does not lend itself to determining an algorithm to find
the minimum edge covering tour for a general bidirected network. However,
experience has shown that one way streets in a real city are so sparse
and are laid out in such a manner that once a solution is obtained for an
identical network without the restriction of one way streets, it can be
manipulated to conform to these added restrictions. It has even been
proposed that collection vehicles be allowed to disregard one way street
patterns since they travel so slowly. However, it is questionable whether
the public can ever be made to accept this proposal.
Finally, an added complication in trash collection is that certain
streets must be covered twice. While on quiet residential streets both
sides can be picked up at once, this is not feasible on busy streets
since it would have such a deleterious effect on traffic. Consequently,
these streets must be covered twice. Fortunately, this may be easily
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taken into account in the Chinese postman problem formulation simply by
adding in extra arcs to the original network corresponding to those
streets which must be covered twice.
2. Analvysis of the Snow Plowina Problem
Snow plowing, like trash collection, is an important city service
which requires a fleet of vehicles to cover every street. The obvious
problems in snow plowing are parked cars, which prevent the plows from
doing a thorough job, and stuck cars in the middle of the street, which
prevent the plows from covering that street at all. Another major problem
' " _t - I. '1'l" .V"', 4, . _ IL _ _ __ - - I -.l L jl'" _' M, 'r', L _ _. "l "" _ " _
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ciently. The strategy employed during snow storms in the city of
Cambridge, Massachusetts is to call the plows out when there is a couple
of inches of snow on the ground, and to keep them out until the storm is
over. Basically, the city is divided into the same 75 sections as for
trash collection, and each plow is assigned several sections. It may
cover the sections any way it pleases, provided it plows the main streets
first. Supervisors cruise the city and may rearrange assignments as
they deem necessary to help out in trouble spots.
Some of the problems encountered in finding good routes for the
plows are similar to those in trash collection. Since a single vehicle
cannot cover the entire city, so that a fleet composed of m plows is
required, the problem being faced is really the m-postmen Chinese postman
problem. Also, since each street requires either two or four trips by a
plow, depending on its width, the required number of edges must be
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duplicated to allow for this. Finally, since most cities have some one
way streets, the problem must be solved for a bidirected network rather
than for an undirected network.
There is one additional restriction in snow plowing not present in
trash collection. This is namely the restriction that main routes must
be plowed first, connecting streets next, and residential streets last.
The author knows of no efficient way to handle this constraint. One
possibility is to place each street in a specific class, multiply its
length by an appropriate weight, and use these weighted lengths to find
the desired routes. The lengths of main streets, for example, may be
I| multiplied by one, while minor streets might be multiplied by three.
I . Thus, if certain edges must be covered more than once during the tour,
-f- ..... ... . . . . . ' -1 ,. -- ..1 -- . ..... .s._ 1- -- .. __,, _, , .__& _ A. 1- ...... JIJ _1 no __
Ens proceuure woula enu o avor one main streets. Anotner possiDilicy
would be to place each street in a specific class as before, and then to
find the minimum edge covering tour for each class. Using this scheme,
all main streets would be done before any connecting streets, which in
turn would all be done before any residential streets.
IF~ ~ A third, and probably the best procedure to handle this constraint
I ~ is to find the minimum edge covering tour for the network while dis-
regarding street priorities. Due to the richness in the number of
alternate optimal tours, it will probably be possible to construct an
optimal or perhaps near optimal tour which adheres to desired priorities.
i
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CHAPTER III. HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT OF SOLUTION TECHNIQUES
FOR THE CHINESE POSTMAN PROBLEM
Although currently most real world edge covering problems are
solved by trial and error techniques, some research has been conducted
seeking more efficient algorithms. Unfortunately this research, con-
ducted mainly in the area of graph theory, has not yet come up with an
acceptable algorithm to solve a practical sized problem, or a problem
with additional constraints such as limited vehicle capacity. Nonethe-
less, some of the work which has been done seems quite promising, and
perhaps if combined with heuristic techniques can lead to at least improved,
if not optimal, solution techniques for real world problems. With this in
mind, descriptions of existing solution techniques for the Chinese post-
man problem are presented. At the conclusion of this chapter, a glossary
of key terms presented is included as an aid for the reader.
1. Existence of an Euler Tour
The earliest mention of the minimum edge covering problem is by
Euler in 1736. He proves theorems showing the existence of an Euler
tour in either a directed or undirected graph. An Euler tour is a con-
tinuous path through a network such that each edge is covered exactly
once. Obviously, it is the shortest possible tour capable of covering
every edge. An Euler tour in an undirected graph exists if and only if
the degree of every node is even. The degree of a node is the number of
edges incident to it. If odd nodes exist, no Euler tour exists, so
-21-
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certain edges must be covered twice if every edge is to be covered at
least once. For a proof of this theorem, as well as an algorithm for
constructing an Euler tour, see Appendix I. For a more complete
discussion of Euler's work, as well as his existence theorem for an
[1]
Euler tour in a directed graph, see Berge 
2. Mei-Ko
The problem of what to do when odd nodes exist is taken up by Mei-
Ko[ 19] He suggests that to minimize the distance required to cover
every arc in a graph with 2n odd nodes, n paths must be duplicated
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than once is minimum. Every graph must have an even number of odd nodes
because every arc has two end points, so the total degree of any graph
is two times the number of arcs, which is an even number. A feasible
solution is therefore n paths connecting the n pairs of odd nodes. The
set of paths with the minimum total length is the optimal solution. To
know when the optimal solution is achieved without enumerating every
It feasible set of paths, Mei-Ko proves the following theorem:
A feasible solution is optimal if and only if
a) no arc is duplicated more than once;
b) the length of added arcs on every cycle does not exceed
half the length of the cycle. A cycle is a continuous
path which starts and ends at the same node.
Th ncaaft-v o',f this thnrem i nite anna rnt. Tn nrove neprceitQ v
in part (a), note that removing two arcs duplicating the same original
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arc does not change evenness since two edges are removed from each end
point. For part (b), it should be apparent that removing all the added
arcs, and then adding arcs instead where none were duplicated before,
shortens the cycle while maintaining evenness. For a rigorous proof of
rloi
this theorem, including its sufficiency, see Mei-Ko-' J.
Unfortunately, checking every cycle to see if the above theorem
holds can be quite a chore in any reasonable sized network. Although
some additional insight is gained towards the problem, no efficient
algorithm is readily apparent.
3. Glover's Pseudo Edges
A quite different approach to the problem is developed by Glover[1 0 ]
He poses the problem in the following way: given a graph G, determine a
graph H which is a subset of G such that every node in the graph G' = G+H
is even. G corresponds to the original graph, while H corresponds to
the set of duplicated arcs. Glover then proves certain theorems which
lead to an algorithm to determine the optimal H, that is, the set of
arcs with the minimum total length to be travelled twice. In order to
understand Glover's work, some specialized notation must be explained
first.
For every simple path (a path with no repeated edges) between nodes
p and q in G, called Spq, a pseudo edge, Spq, can be associated between p
and q, whose length is the negative of the length of Spq. Thus, between
every pair of nodes p and q there can be many pseudo edges of varying
lengths corresponding to the simple paths between p and q in G.
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Glover's algorithm is basically quite simple. Select two nodes
from the list of odd nodes, identify the shortest path between them, and
remove those two nodes from the list of odd nodes. Next construct a new
graph by removing the pseudo edges from the above shortest path, and
adding pseudo edges corresponding to the true edges in the above shortest
path. Continue until no odd nodes are left in the list. The resulting
graph is the desired graph G'. For a more detailed description of the
algorithm, along with several related remarks as well as a small sample
problem, see Appendix II of this thesis.
In assessing the efficiency of Glover's algorithm, note that the
major amount of time and effort is expended in determining m shortest
paths between the m pairs of odd nodes, which would be required for a
graph with 2m odd nodes. Determining the new graph from the old one by
adding and subtracting pseudo edges after finding each shortest path is a
simple bookkeeping operatin requiring very little effort. Therefore,
if an efficient shortest path algorithm can be found which is capable of
handling pseudo edges, i.e., edges with negative length, this indeed
would be an efficient way to solve the Chinese postman problem even for
large networks. Dreyfus[ 4 ] presents an excellent analysis of existing
shortest path algorithms. In particular, he cites an algorithm by Yen' 23]
.3
requiring N3/4 computations for a network with N nodes as holding
particular promise for this problem. Future research in the adaptation
of Yen's algorithm, possibly incorporating decomposition principles such
as those proposed by Mills[2 0 1, may prove quite rewarding.
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A very important point to note is that at every step in the algorithm
there exists the optimal solution for a graph whose odd nodes are only
those already paired. Thus if several new odd nodes are added to the
network, the algorithm can be resumed where it left off, and there is no
need to start over again. A final point to observe is that in the
application of the algorithm any pair of odd nodes remaining in the list
can be chosen, which means that pairs can be chosen whose connecting
shortest paths are obvious. This could prove of great computational
value, especially in hand computations of problems with special structure
where pairs of odd nodes may be more or less isolated.
4. Murty's Symmetric Assignment Problem
Another approach to the Chinese postman problem is taken by Murty 2 1 1
He proposes solving the minimum edge covering tour problem by solving a
symmetric assignment problem whose cost matrix is made up of the lengths
of the shortest paths between every pair of odd nodes. A feasible assign-
ment is a set of cells in the cost matrix such that exactly one cell from
aarih raw., ^A cnitmif t-haL rt mat-r4 4x an t-ha OMM4aiimarni SmmatJh.G_^. . __ 0_ - V|BAAVt _0_ - -^ _ -- _ _ ...- WO_.* , d _
implies that if cell (i,j) of the cost matrix is included in the optimal
I8 assignment, then cell (j,i) must be included also. Diagonal entries
would be infinity (or some appropriately large number) since going from
node i to node i makes no sense for this problem. The reason that the
assignment must be symmetric is that if a path connects node i to node j,
LII01 -. .Jh - IJ LV Aasest La nn& L LL- en nnAV U  - Dav o
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Mei-Ko proves that the optimal solution to the Chinese postman problem
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is a set of shortest paths connecting pairs of odd nodes, and whose total
length is minimum. Murty offers a branch and bound algorithm for finding
the minimal cost symmetric assignment, which for this problem is the set
of shortest paths connecting every pair of odd nodes whose total length
is minimum. The symmetric assignment corresponds to, therefore, those
arcs which must be duplicated.
Before describing the algorithm, certain definitions must be given.
A node N is a subset of K, the set of all feasible symmetric assignments,
such that node N contains certain cells (il,jl)(Jlil)...(ir,jr)(jr,ir)
and does not contain cells (mlpl)(plml)...(msps)(Ps ,ms). For
simplicity, node N is written as
N {(ilj 1 )(j l il )...(i r' r )( r i );(ml 'pl)(p l 'ml) ( msp s P) (p 'm s
An admissible unspecified cell at node N is any cell which is unspecified
at node N and which does not lie in a row or column of a cell specified
to be in that node. Branching from node N with the admissible unspecified
cell (i,j) means to create from N two disjoint nodes N1 and N2 by in one
case adding cells (i,j) and (j,i), and in the other case adding cells
(i,j) and (j,i). Using the earlier definition for N,
N1 = {(il, l) (j ,il)...(irj r) (ir,ir) (i,j) (,i);
(mlpl)(plm l)... (m s ps)(ps,m)} and
N2 {(ilJl)(Jli l )... (irJr) (r ir)




An important part of the algorithm requires reducing a matrix C to
obtain a bound at each node. Basically, this amounts to subtracting
constants rom the rows and columns o so as to get at least one zero
in each row and column of the matrix. If done in a specific way, the
optimal assignment is contained among the zeros of the reduced matrix,
and a cost known as the reduction of matrix C is obtained in the process.
The reduction is the lower bound at that node, and may even be the
optimal answer to the problem. Murty suggests using the Hungarian method
to reduce matrices. This method, using an algorithm originally developed
by Kuhn ,1 ] may be found in Appendix III of this thesis.
Using the above definitions, the following is the basic framework
of Murty's branch and bound algorithm.
Stage 1: Find a lower bound on the set of feasible symmetric assignments,
written LB(K), by finding the reduction of the original cost matrix .0
The algorithm terminates if there exists an optimal assignment which is
symmetric. Otherwise branch from K.
General Stage m: K has been partitioned into several nodes, and those
nodes not currently used for branching are the terminal nodes at this
stage. A lower bound has been calculated on the cost of the minimal
symmetric assignment at each node, and the terminal node with the smallest
lower bound is the minimal terminal node at this stage.
Optimality Criterion: The algorithm is terminated whenever there exists
a minimal terminal node which contains only one symmetric assignment, or
__1. ~ ~ ~ ~ - -2 -._AM . . . ' ._ J J 9 1 J, , Wn"" yn&lr" "1W1 U F a M11lnllflal r TF1njnaT l non d l n tanion rho myyrimsa TIVYT l b Umnt





every feasible set of symmetric assignments will be generated among the
various terminal nodes.
If the optimality criterion is not satisfied at stage m, then certain
involved branching rules must be used to select which node to branch from.
These rules, which may be found in Appendix III, attempt to reach a
feasible solution as quickly as possible while at the same time maintain-
ing the lowest bounds possible. It is this author's opinion that a more
efficient set of branching rules can be achieved for the highly structured
symmetric cost matrix of the Chinese postman problem by concentrating
more on finding a feasible solution as quickly as possible, rather than
maintaining the smallest possible bounds. For more on this subject, see
·,1_ _ _ ~ __ TS - __1~ AS I _ .C A.o 1 _ .... _ _ _Cnapter Iv, section , oat ns cnesis.
Regardless of what branching rules are used, once the optimality
criterion is satisfied, the optimal assignment in the minimal terminal
node at the final stage is the optimal symmetric assignment to the problem.
As discussed earlier, by using as costs the shortest paths between pairs
of odd nodes and making the diagonal elements very large, the optimal
assignment shows which paths must be added to the original network to
obtain an optimal graph on which to perform an Euler tour.
ra m..* LL_ _1 J 1 Reel ^.DLL Xh_- -m AnL aL t .3- 1 %h - LLI.. 1%1%J&PUL0.LUa.^L %.UWLDA.%tL= fCL%,LVII UJL& ZrL Sy 0 MA.IS LLLLU Cart at.LMY % %LLL%..L.L 
the next section where Edmonds' work is described, since both authors
take a similar approach to the problem.
5. Edmonds' Matching Algorithm






Murty's to solve the Chinese postman problem. Shortest paths between
every pair of odd nodes must be found, and Edmonds develops an algorithm
to find the optimal assignment using graph theory techniques. He trans-
lates the cost matrix into a graph with one node for each odd node, and
edges representing the shortest paths between odd nodes in the original
network. He then proposes finding the optimal perfect matching for this
graph, where a perfect matching is a subset of edges of the graph such
that each node is incident to exactly one edge.
Edmonds' algorithm is really a dual algorithm. Weights are assigned
to each node, and complementary slackness is used to show that for any
edge in a perfect matching, the sum of the weights assigned to its end
points plus certain additionally defined quantities called set weights
must equal the cost of the edge, which in this case corresponds to the
length of a shortest path. The algorithm begins by assigning any feasible
weight to each node, and then proceeds by improving on these initial
choices until optimality is achieved. Unfortunately, since the node
weights will in general not be integer, a rather involved process is
required to update node weights. While each individual step in the
algorithm may be quite simple, there are several alternatives which must
be checked for after each step, a great deal of bookkeeping is involved,
and a great many iterations of the basic steps may be required to obtain
the optimal solution. For a complete description of the matching
C 8]
algorithm, see Edmonds [
The approach to the Chinese postman problem taken by Murty and





odd nodes and then finding the minimum pairing so that every odd node
is paired to exactly one other odd node, is certainly a very natural one.
Without computational experience, it is difficult to determine which
algorithm is the better one. Unfortunately, though, this general
approach to the problem has a very serious shortcoming, namely the
problem of obtaining the original cost matrix of shortest paths. For a
2
network with n odd nodes, n -n shortest paths must be found. If no one
way streets or other restrictions are imposed, so that distances between
nodes are the same in either direction, then the matrix is symmetric and
half that number of calculations must be made. Even so, the number of
shortest paths which must be found grows quite rapidly, approximately
with the square of the number of odd nodes. Compare this with Glover's
algorithm where the number of shortest paths to be determined varies
linearly with the number of odd nodes.
However, the situation is not as hopeless as it appears at first
glance. Dreyfus[4] references several algorithms capable of finding
shortest paths between all pairs of nodes in a network. Since the
Chinese postman problem requires only the shortest paths between all
pairs of odd nodes, these algorithms would have to be modified somewhat.
rn 1
For a network with N nodes, Floyd'sL J nine line ALGOL algorithm requires
N(N-l)(N-2) computations to determine the shortest paths between all
pairs of nodes. This would appear to be as efficient as possible in
light of the present state of the art, and is capable of handling
moderate sized networks. To handle large ntwnrk rpresenting modern
I......- . .- - - - --- 201 1





probably be necessary. Still, a great deal of computation is required
before either Murty's or Edmonds' algorithm can be applied, which is
certainly a serious drawback.
Edmonds is currently extending his matching algorithm to solve what
he calls the b-matching problem. This problem is like the perfect
matching problem, except that instead of exactly one edge in the matching
meeting each node, an upper and lower bound can be placed on the number
of edges in the matching incident to any particular node. Although this
algorithm is reportedly capable of efficiently solving the Chinese post-
man problem, exactly how it is applied and specific details on the
algorithm itself are unknown since no published material has appeared yet.
6. Johnson's Existence Theorem for an Euler Tour on a Bidirected Graph
So far all the work reported on has been concerned only with the
Chinese postman problem on an undirected network. Since most cities have
some one way streets, what is really required is a technique for bidirected
networks, i.e., graphs with both directed and undirected arcs. Unfortun-
ately, very little has been written on this subject. Johnson[ 13] in a
recent paper proves an existence theorem for an Euler tour on a bidirected
network.
Johnson shows that an Euler tour exists in a connected bidirected
graph if and only if:
1) Every node has even degree; that is, if the number of directed
arcs leaving the node minus the number of directed arcs entering the node
plus the number of undirected arcs incident to the node is even;
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2) For every proper subset M of nodes N, the degree of all nodes in
M due to directed edges (the net number of edges leaving M) must be less
than or equal to the number of undirected edges with one end in M and
the other end in N-M.
Intuitively, the necessity of this theorem is quite obvious. Condi-
tion (1) is necessary if it is always to be possible to leave a node
once it is entered. Condition (2) states that the net number of directed
edges leaving any subset of nodes must be less than or equal to the number
of undirected edges with exactly one end in that subset to insure being
able to return to it every time after leaving it. A proof for the
sufficiency of these two conditions, which requires induction, is
[13]
presented by Johnson ].
As part of the proof of this existence theorem, Johnson constructs
the following network flow problem:
(X-x)nm n=-6 (D) for n e N (5)
m
Xmn = 0 or 1 for n m (6)
mn
where
Xmn = 1 if the undirected edge from node m to node n is traversed
in that direction, and 0 otherwise
n(D) = the degree of node n due to the directed edges incident to it
n
Equation (5) insures continuity of flow through the network, and
equation (6) restricts Xmn to being a zero/one variable. If a feasible
solution exists to this problem, then an Euler tour exists for the bidi-
rected network.
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It is fortunate that it is only necessary to prove the existence of
a solution to the above network flow problem, since checking condition
(2) for every ossible subset of nodes could rove to be a verv dfficuilt
task. Unfortunately, this existence theorem represents the present state
of knowledge for finding the minimum tour on a bidirected graph. Much
research remains to be done in techniques which can be used when an
Euler tour does not exist on the given bidirected network. Experience
has shown, though, that for most cities, if an Euler network is constructed
without regard to one way streets, an Euler tour can usually be drawn which
adheres to these additional constraints.
7. Marks and Liebman's Travelling Salesman Approach
Although this thesis is primarily concerned with continuous public
sector vehicle routing problems, the following approach developed by
Marks and Liebman [(1 7] for the discrete private sector case is presented
since it is the only algorithm appearing in the literature which makes
any attempt at handling the capacity constraints present in real world
problems. Briefly, the travelling salesman problem is the problem of
finding the minimum tour for a salesman who must visit N cities, with the
distance from each city to every other city known. While formulating
this problem is extremely simple, solving it for any reasonably sized
problem has proven to be quite difficult due to the extremely large number
of feasible solutions. A great deal has been written about this problem
in the literature due to its wide applicability, and for a concise review




An interesting extension of the travelling salesman problem proposed
by Liebman and Marks is finding the minimum tour for a salesman who can
only visit K cities at a time before returning to his base location,
where K is assumed less than N. Thus it is necessary to find m - K/N
distinct tours. This problem is referred to as the m-salesman travelling
salesman problem. The algorithm for it proposed by Marks and Liebman
involves setting up a less constrained problem which can be solved by
using a general network flow algorithm, the out-of-kilter algorithm. If
the solution to the less constrained network problem is feasible for the
m-salesman travelling salesman problem, then the algorithm terminates.
If not, a branch and bound procedure must be performed until the optimal
solution is obtained. For a more detailed description of the algorithm,
(17]
see Marks and Liebman17].
It is interesting to note how the m-salesman travelling salesman
problem formulation can be applied to the problem of trash collection.
Marks and Liebman propose dividing the network to be covered into small
collection areas, each of which is considered a city in the formulation.
Distances are measured from centroid to centroid. Each truck can visit
K areas before it becomes full and must empty its load.
This formulation is more realistic than the Chinese postman problem
formulation in the sense that it recognizes a capacity constraint which
prevents a single vehicle from covering the entire network in one tour.
However, it also has a drawback since it requires the treatment of what
is a continuous problem in the public sector as a discrete problem for
the sake of solution. Once the order in which the areas are to be visited
I
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is determined, there remains the problem of determining in what order
the streets within each area will be serviced. Unfortunately, the
authors have little to say on this problem. One way to get around this
difficulty would be to treat the midpoint of each street as a city.
However, one readily sees that this is an unrealistic approach in light
of existing techniques, since it would involve first of all determining
thousands of shortest routes between midpoints of streets to obtain a
data base for the algorithm, and secondly no existing travelling salesman
type algorithm could handle anywhere near the resulting number of cities.
Computational experience with the Marks and Liebman algorithm bears
this out. While encouraging for small problems, it appears hopeless even
for modest sized problems. An optimal solution for an 8 city problem
with m=2 was found in .03 minutes on an IBM 7094 computer. However, for
a problem just twice this size with 16 cities and mm4, no feasible solu-
tion was even found after 2.12 minutes due to lack of storage. While
more efficient programming may improve this algorithm somewhat, it would
appear that a radical change is necessary to make it a useful tool for
real problems.
8. Glossary
Although most terms are defined in the body of the text where they
first appear, the following glossary is presented as an aid to the reader
in looking up subsequent referrals to these terms.




Chinese postman problem - the problem of finding the minimum edge cover-
ing tour on an undirected graph.
Cycle - a closed continuous path which both begins and terminates at the
same node.
Degree of a node - the number of undirected edges incident to a node plus
the number of directed edges leaving that node minus the number of
directed edges entering that node.
Directed edge - an edge which must be traversed in a specific direction.
Directed graph - a graph made up of directed edges only.
Edge covering tour - a path through a network such that each edge is
covered at least once.
Euler network - an undirected network such that the degree of every node
I __ _
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Euler tour - a path through a network such that each edge is covered
exactly once.
Even graph - an Euler network.
I| Graph - a set of nodes plus a set of edges connecting them. The words
network and graph are used interchangeably in this thesis.
m-postmen Chinese postman problem - the problem of finding m distinct
tours on an undirected network such that every edge is covered at
least once and the total distance travelled is minimum.
Network - see graph.
Path - a set of edges in an undirected graph such that every edge termi-




Pseudo edge - an edge associated with any elementary path in a network
(a path which touches any node or arc once at most) whose length
equals the negative of the a1noth of its aeociated ath of ral
edges.
Undirected edge - an edge which may be traversed in either direction.




CHAPTER IV. PROPOSED NEW SOLUTION TECHNIQUES
1. Modification of Murty's Assignment Algorithm
Murty and Edmonds both propose solving the Chinese postman problem
by finding the shortest path between every possible pair of odd nodes,
and then selecting the optimal pairing. Here optimal pairing implies
that every odd node is paired to exactly one other odd node by their
shortest connecting path so that the total length of selected paths is
minimum. Both authors ignore the initial problem of determining all the
shortest paths, and go directly to the problem of pairing nodes. Unfor-
tunately, since neither author offers any computational experience, it is
difficult to determine which algorithm is the better one. Edmonds'
alnrithm_ nlthnough ha siallv simnl t undPrqtand. may be comnutationallv
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arduous to carry out, and requires great amounts of bookkeeping. Murty's
algorithm, being a branch and bound algorithm, is data dependent and may
require either very many or relatively few branches to achieve optimality.
I While only computational experience can determine which algorithm has the
edge, this author proposes a third scheme to be considered which is a
modification of Murty's algorithm and may be advantageous for the highly
structured and symmetric cost matrix of the Chinese postman problem.
Having obtained the starting cost matrix, the problem is to determine
an optimal symmetric assignment on it. The problem is rather specialized
since all diagonal entries are infinity, and the cost matrix will generally
be symmetric. In a situation such as this, one might be tempted to assume




necessarily result in a symmetric optimal assignment. Unfortunately,
this is not so, as can be seen from the following counterexample in
Figure 4-1.
Figure 4-1. Example of a Symmetric Cost Matrix with Unsymmetric Optimal
Assignment
Two alternate, but not symmetric, optimal assignments exist;
a1 = {(1,3)(2,4)(3,6)(4,5)(5,2)(6.1)} and
a2 = {(3,1)(4,2)(6,3)(5,4)(2,5)(1,6)}.
Even though a symmetric assignment is not guaranteed in such a case,
there is an excellent chance that one will result due to the symmetry of
the situation. If a symmetric assignment does not result on the first
branch, it may be possible by examining the assignment obtained to choose
cells to branch from so that a symmetric assignment is quickly obtained.
For instance, if a reduction indicates a symmetric assignment except for
two rows and columns, branch from among the cells necessary to complete
the symmetric assignment, even if they are not the cells specified by
00 10 1 10 10 1
10 0 10 1 1 10
1 10 o 10 10 1
10 1 10 1 10
10 1 10 1 l 10
1 10 1 10 10
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Murty's algorithm. Though sacrificing something in determining bounds,
the important thing in any branch and bound algorithm is to obtain a
good feasible solution as quickly as possible, which this approach tends
to produce.
In other situations, where the original cost matrix is not symmetric,
a more efficient strategy may result by starting off with reducing matrix
C? where C c+cT
C', where C' - 2 , and hence differs from the original matrix C, since
it has been made symmetric. This would increase the probability of
obtaining the optimal symmetric assignment initially, and would cut in
half the number of times the Hungarian method need be applied at each
branch because of the enforced symmetry. Although the costs of all
symmetric assignments would remain unchanged, this is not true of non-
symmetric assignments. The main drawback of this method would be that
if a reduction did not result in a symmetric assignment, the lower bound
obtained would probably not be as good as if the reduction were performed
on the original matrix. In the long run, it would appear more advantageous
to perform fewer calculations to determine bounds, and to attempt to
artificially obtain symmetric assignments, at the expense of accepting
poorer bounds. Experience with branch and bound algorithms on highly
structured problems indicates that it is usually better to solve a more
involved subproblem fewer times, than to solve a simpler problem many
more times. Certainly a small amount of art is involved in this approach,
and a great deal of practical experimentation is necessary before it can
be known for certain whether it does indeed offer any advantages. More-






Chinese postman problem due to the large size of the original cost matrix
and the amount of computation required just to obtain it before beginning
to find the optimal symmetric assignment. Intuitively it appears waste-
ful to calculate distances between nodes which will not be paired in the
optimal solution.
2. Decomposition Algorithm
Although there are algorithms to solve the Chinese postman problem
which are efficient for modest sized problems, no good algorithm has
been presented in the literature thus far which is capable of solving
the problems encountered in any reasonable sized city with thousands of
streets. The reason is that computational difficulty increases exponen-
tially rather than just linearly with the number of nodes and arcs in the
network. This is due to the fact that as the number of streets grows,
the number of feasible solutions grows even more rapidly, making it
extremely difficult to determine the optimal solution.
I+~ ~ One obvious possibility in a situation like this is to investigate
the use of decomposition. What is required is a procedure which would
allow one to break a large network up into small sections, solve the
Chinese postman problem for each section, and then recombine all the
sections so that the optimal solution to the original network is easily
obtainable. Unfortunately, such a procedure is not obvious for this
problem since there is no way of knowing (without first solving the
problem) whether or not two odd nodes which should be connected by a




sections. The reason for this is that the optimal pairing of odd nodes
is generally dependent on the structure of the entire network rather than
just localized sections.
However, in some situations, a heuristic decomposition may be
desirable, possibly because the incremental gain from obtaining the
optimal solution is not worth the added computational effort, or perhaps
because it is not even possible to obtain the optimal solution for the
entire network due to computational limitations. This would be
especially true of a large symmetric network associated with a well
planned city with regular streets. In such a case there would be
relatively few odd nodes, and they would be fairly well localized, so
with a little planning the network could be divided into small sections,
with the center of each section containing a group of odd nodes. It is
desirable to keep the odd nodes within the center of each section since
this minimizes the probability of placing two nodes in separate sections
which should be paired in the optimal solution.
The following set of rules is a guide for partitioning a network,
along with a procedure for improving the feasible solution obtained by
combining the optimal solutions from each section.
Decomposition Algorithm
(1) Partition the set of nodes of the network into the desired number of
mutually exclusive, collectively exhaustive subsets such that each
subset contains an even number of odd nodes. Every edge with both
end points in the subset is included in it. Make the partitioning
as natural as possible in that each subset with its associated
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edges should form a connected graph with the odd nodes occupying as
' romnnot ~~aA !2trlllzd : lr^:t4r rneA nneafkile .
(2) Call those edges in the original network whose end points are con-
tained in different subsets boundary edges. Add to each subset its
associated boundary edges, and hence each boundary edge appears in
two different sections. Also include in each section edges of the
shortest paths from other sections which oin the end points of its
boundary edges. This in effect adds the shortest path incident to
nodes outside the subset between pairs of nodes on the perimeter of
the subset, i.e., incident to boundary edges. These boundary edges
along with the shortest paths connecting them form sets of edges
throughout the network similar in concept to the barrier sets first
presented by Mills [2 0 ].
(3) Solve the Chinese postman problem for each section by determining
which edges must be duplicated. Add pseudo edges (edges whose
lengths are the negative of their physical lengths) corresponding
4S Eon A ......-...J 4 IUo L UUpL. c;4LCU =Uga.
(4) Recombine the sections, adding any edges appearing in more than one
section once as a real edge plus as many times as a pseudo edge as
the number of sections in which it appears as a pseudo edge.
(5) Check for cycles with negative length. If any occur, remove the
pseudo edges of the cycle, and then add pseudo edges corresponding
to the true edges of the cycle. Repeat until no negative cycles can
be found.
(6) The optimal solution is obtained by adding to the original network
those edges corresponding to remaining pseudo edges.
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Justification of the Algorithm
Note that this algorithm partitions the original set of nodes into
mutually exclusive sets. Edges are assigned to each set so that the
shortest possible path between every pair of nodes in the set is present,
and hence edges incident to nodes on the boundary of a set are included
in more than one set. The assignment of edges to more than one section
is necessary to ensure that the minimum set of shortest paths connecting
odd nodes in the current portion of the problem has been found. This
concept is similar to the barrier sets Mills[ 2Q] constructs in his
decomposition algorithm for shortest path problems. In real road net-
works where the shortest path between two points is a straight line,
finding the shortest path between end points of boundary edges merely
means including the street connecting them.
Of course, merely combining solutions to the subproblems does not
generally guarantee the optimal solution for the original network, which
is why step (5) must be included. These rules use the criterion for
(19] C 10]optimality first presented by Mei-Ko 9 ] . Glover [ 1 0] suggests a similar
procedure whereby one starts with any feasible solution and attempts to
improve it, but quickly rejects it as requiring too much computational
effort to determine negative cycles. Nonetheless, it should not be too
hard to visualize the ease with which negative cycles might be found in
a network resulting from a city laid out on a square grid pattern with
necessarily relatively few odd nodes, and hence a simple pattern of
pseudo edges. Computational experience with an old, rather poorly laid
out city, which is discussed in Chapter V, bears out this assumption.
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Certain computational procedures which are described turn the problem of
finding negative cycles into a pattern recognition problem, for which the
human mind is especially well suited, but which remains beyond the grasp
of computers.
The search for negative cycles is simplified by starting with a good
feasible solution. By judiciously partitioning the network in the first
place, the feasible solution obtained by combining the optimal solutions
for each section should be relatively good. Thus, one is in a good
starting position to seek the optimal solution for the whole network
since few negative cycles should exist. An already feasible solution is
always being improved upon, so even if the computation is stopped before
achieving optimality, a good feasible solution is available.
The following short example in Figure 4-2 is presented to quickly
I ~ In l- t
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Odd nodes - {b,c,e,f}
Section I - {a,b,ge}
Section II - {c,f,h,d}
*Numbers in parenthesis by each edge indicates its length







































demonstrate this technique. Solution of a large size problem along with
computational experience, as well as remarks concerning helpful computa-
tional techniques, are deferred until Chapter V.
3. Solution of m-Postmen Chinese Postman Problem
While solution techniques do exist for finding the minimal route for
a single vehicle which must cover the entire network, this in general
is not exactly the problem which planners face. The more practical
problem, which is called the m-postmen Chinese postman problem, involves
finding the shortest route for a vehicle under some additional capacity
constraint, requiring it to return to a base location after travelling
at most a specified distance, before it can resume its tour.
With what has already been presented, it is not clear how to handle
this extension to the problem. One ad hoc approach to this problem is to
divide the original network up into sections, the size specified by the
capacity constraint, and then to find the minimal edge covering tour for
each section. This is certainly not a very good approach, as can be
seen from Figure 4-3. If one just blindly divides up the network, what
is an even node in the original network will often be turned into odd
nodes in each of two sections. This is not desirable since as has
already been pointed out, odd nodes mean additional duplicated arcs.
The key to a good solution of the problem is to divide the network
so as not to create odd nodes from even ones. Fortunately, it is easy
to adhere to this constraint by ensuring that each section has a














Note - There are only two odd nodes (indica




ted by circles) in the
two resulting sections.











pairs, and always make assignments by pairs to any particular section.
If it is assumed that an Euler network is present to begin with, so
that the degree of every node is even, it will always be possible to
make these assignments in pairs, since exactly two edges incident to a
node must form the boundary of each of its adjacent sections. By start-
ing with an even number of edges incident to the node, an even number of
edges will always remain to be included with adjacent sections. Ob-
viously, any particular node can only be on the boundary of as many
sections as half the number of edges incident to it, since two edges
must form the boundary of each such section.
Algorithm for m-Postmen Chinese Postman Problem
(1) Using one of the Chinese postman problem algorithms, create an
Euler network from the given network, so that every node is even.
(2) Arbitrarily choose loose boundaries in accordance with capacity
constraints.
(3) Construct the optimal boundary by ensuring that each section has a
continuous boundary so that an even number of edges is incident to
every node.
Example
















Figure 4-4. m-Postmen Example
We arbitrarily start at , and assign edges to form the boundary
of section A.
Figure 4-5. Solution of m-Postmen Example
Note that both A and B are Euler networks, as is expected from
following the algorithm, so it is possible to proceed directly to find












Unfortunately, this technique has two obvious shortcomings. First,
since the original loose partitioning as well as the final optimal boundary
is so arbitrary, some trial and error will be involved in defining
sections closest to the size specified by the capacity constraint. Second,
this technique does not take into account getting from the base location
to each section. While these are certainly very real problems, it may
still be appropriate to apply this algorithm. For one thing, the capacity
constraint is often a rather loose bound, so that the variation in size
of sections is not significant. As far as the division of the network
not beirg optimal with respect to getting from the base location to each
section, this is probably a second order effect because major arteries
would probably exist to make such travel time minimal. It is reasonable
to assume that each section should cover a contiguous area so as to avoid
confusion for drivers, and so that the public isn't overly annoyed by
noisy trucks continually criss-crossing quiet residential streets.
This algorithm is one of the first attempts to handle analytically
the capacity constraints present in many vehicle routing problems. As
with many such early efforts, it is not intended to be a final solution
to the problem, but rather a first step in the search for an acceptable
solution. Even so, considering the computational ease of the algorithm,
as well as the fact that traditional routings used in many cities are in
obvious need of improvement, the use of this algorithm can be justified
in such cases until a more efficient analytic technique is developed.
I
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CHAPTER V. COMPUTATIONAL EXPERIENCE ON A LARGE SCALE PROBLEM
Due to the basic simplicity of the decomposition algorithm presented
in Chapter IV, section 2, of this thesis, the decision was made to
ascertain its computational efficiency by attempting to solve a life size
problem with it. The city selected was Cambridge, Massachusetts, since
it represents a relatively large, very old, difficult to analyze city,
and also due to its proximity to the author which made it convenient to
obtain data.
1. Problem Description
The city of Cambridge was founded in 1630. As can be imagined,
many of its streets are narrow and winding, with many intersections
composed of anywhere from three to seven streets coming together at odd
angles. It is anything but a well laid out city, and hence can be con-
sidered an appropriate test for the algorithm.
The public works department divides the city into five sections for
the purpose of trash collection. One section is serviced each weekday.
It was decided to work this algorithm on Tuesday's section, which is in
the southwest corner of the city, and composed of relatively short resi-
dential streets with many odd intersections. Altogether, this area con-
tains about 250 streets and 144 odd nodes, not including dead end streets.
Dead end streets are ignored in the computations since they obviously




is a map of Cambridge, with the darkened area indicating the section
under consideration. Figure 5-2 is a detailed map of the section.
2. Computational Procedure
The first step according to the algorithm is to partition the
original set of nodes into the desired number of mutually exclusive sub-
sets, which in this case was decided to be three. However, before doing
this it is helpful, for bookkeeping purposes, to mark each odd node with
a small colored dot. This makes the odd nodes stand out, not only to
be sure of including an even number of them in each subset, but also so
that localized groups of them may be spotted and placed in the same sub-
}) set. Whenever possible, choose nodes falling on long straight streets to
form the boundaries of the subsets, and also avoid choosing an odd node
as a boundary node. Such choices make finding shortest paths between
boundary edges easier, and minimize the probability of placing into
separate sections odd nodes which should be paired. Figure 5-3 presents
one partitioning of the network. Figures 5-4, 5-5, and 5-6 are maps of
sections I, II, and III respectively, including required boundary edges
and shortest paths.
The next step is to solve the Chinese postman problem for each of
!) the three subsets. Even though each subset contains approximately 50 odd
nodes, the author had extremely encouraging results using trial and error
to pair nodes and then making improvements by eliminating negative cycles.
Section I took almost 60 minutes to solve, while section II took 30









































































































































considering that for 50 odd nodes there are 501/2!48! = 1205 possible
pairings. While no explicit algorithm exists to determine initially
which nodes to pair, experience indicates that a certain ability is
developed for making good initial choices in pairing nodes. Fortunately,
this ability is picked up quite quickly. In general, nodes tend to be
paired to their nearest neighbors. Start off by pairing isolated pairs,
and then work up to small groups. It is helpful to draw in the duplicated
arcs using a bright color so they stand out. This makes it easy to spot
negative cycles by looking for concentrations of the color used.
Experience indicates that once the first two nodes in a group are
matched, the rest follow naturally. If unable to logically make this
initial decision, simply choose arbitrarily. If the wrong choice is
made, negative cycles quickly become apparent. When negative cycles
1 ~ occur, go back to where the last arbitrary decision was made and try
again. Despite the large number of possible feasible pairings, few ever
enter into contention. This is because it is highly unlikely that a node
in one end of the network will be matched to one in the other end. In
the situations where the wrong two nodes are matched, negative cycles
turn up quite rapidly, and are quickly spotted if a bright color is used
to draw duplicated edges. Unfortunately, the problem of spotting negative
cycles, which turns out to be almost a pattern recognition problem, while
quite simple for the human mind, is almost impossible to program on a
digital computer with today's technology. Thus, the two hours required
to solve this problem by hand could not be reduced to seconds, as one
would imagine, by programming the algorithm using present techniques.
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Unless advances are made in computer programming technology with respect
to pattern recognition problems, this algorithm will continue to be
feasibly executed only by hand. For a computer to determine the presence
of negative cycles would require checking every existing cycle, which
means millions of calculations for any large network.
Figures 5-7, 5-8, and 5-9 show optimal solutions to the Chinese
postman problem for sections I, II, and III respectively. Note that only
in rare cases is a shortest path of duplicated edges connecting two odd
nodes in the optimal solution composed of more than a single edge joining
the two odd nodes.
Figure 5-10 results from combining solutions to sections I, II, and
III. It is encouraging that no negative cycles are present. This shows
the possibility of partitioning a network so that when the optimal solu-
tions for each section are combined, the optimal solution to the entire
network results. Even when such an ideal partitioning is not produced,
one can see from the previous trial and error solutions of the subproblems
that finding negative cycles until the optimal solution is obtained is
not that difficult a task.
3. Results
The computational results for this algorithm are encouraging. The
sample problem with about 250 edges and 144 odd nodes took less than
three hours to completely solve by hand, which was much less than had
been anticipated. Much of this time was spent drawing in, and to some






















































































































postman problem for each section. However, as mentioned previously, one
quickly develops a knack for the trial and error method, so that subse-
quent sections take much less time than earlier ones.
It is reasonable to assume that the solution presented in Figure
5-10 is optimal, or at least extremely close to optimal, since after an
initial satisfactory solution was obtained in less than three hours, four
subsequent half hour sessions were spent searching for negative cycles,
but none were found. It is therefore the opinion of the author that such
additional searching is unnecessary. Negative cycles should stand out
immediately. Additional confidence may be placed in the solution, since
of the 72 shortest paths necessary to match the 144 odd nodes, only seven
require two edges, and none require more than two. Moreover, the great
majority of nodes are matched to their nearest odd node, which is
reassuring.
Of course, the true test of the value of a new approach to a problem
is to determine the savings it produces from the existing way the problem
is solved. Unfortunately, the city of Cambridge does not maintain set
routes for the collection vehicles to follow. Therefore, to obtain data
on which to base comparisons, the author spent two days riding along with
a trash truck and tracing out the route covered. Figure 5-11 presents
the resulting route, which covers only about one-fifth of the section of
the city used for the sample problem. Using the solution from Figure 5-10,
this area with 4.73 miles of street requires duplicating 1.01 miles to
cover it. However, from Figure 5-11, 1.87 miles are presently duplicated
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unnecessarily duplicated streets, and 13 percent of total distance
travelled. Since the route covered was picked at random, there is no
reason to doubt that this type of savings would not occur for the city
as a whole if the decomposition algorithm were applied to determine
routes for all the collection vehicles. With collection and disposal
costs amounting to $1.5 million per year in Cambridge, any significant
increase in efficiency results in considerable cash savings. Besides
the savings in reduced wear and tear on vehicles resulting from reducing
mileage, a single crew can cover more streets, so one or two less crews
Jare needed to cover the city.
~~~~ eddt oe h ity
CHAPTER VI. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The problem of finding the shortest route through a network so that
every edge is covered at least once has interested men for centuries. In
modern times, with variations of this problem such as trash collection
and snow plowing facing urban planners, it becomes increasingly important
that efficient means to solve these problems be found. Unfortunately,
while Euler first attacked the problem in 1736, and while several recent
researchers have developed algorithms which in theory are capable of
finding the otpimal solution to the theoretical problem, no algorithm yet
appears in the literature capable of efficiently handling the size
problems currently faced. Moreover, no author even mentions important
variations such as capacity constraints and priorities of main arteries
in snow plowing.
The purpose of this thesis as stated in the introduction was to
study real world problems and to develop techniques to solve them. In
accomplishing this purpose it is felt that this thesis has been at
least moderately successful. The decomposition algorithm presented,
although to some extent heuristic and requiring a bit of art to execute,
is still capable of generating at least a good if not optimal solution
to the problem quickly and efficiently. To guarantee optimality of
the final solution, it is possible to apply a shortest path algorithm
such as the one proposed by Dantzig, Blattner, and Rao[ ] to determine
whether any negative cycles exist in the network. Remember that if no
negative cycles exist, the solution must be optimal. It is the author's
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opinion, though, that such additional checks are not worth the added
computational effort. While currently the trend is to computerize every-
thing, it was felt that this was not advisable for the decomposition
algorithm for two reasons. First of all, computer programming technology
has not yet reached the stage where it is capable of efficiently handling
the pattern recognition problems presented by the algorithm. The only
way a computer could check for negative cycles would be by exhaustive
enumeration, which is unthinkable. Secondly, the time required to change
the data base from its existing map form into an array which could be fed
into a computer using normal I/O devices would probably be more than the
three hours it took by hand to completely solve the problem presented in
Chapter V.
As for developing techniques to handle practical variations of the
theoretical problem, this thesis was somewhat less successful. The m-
postmen Chinese postman problem algorithm for handling the capacity con-
straint, while certainly a step in the right direction, has several draw-
backs. Moreover, no explicit algorithm was even developed to handle the
problem of street priorities in snow plowing. The important thing, though,
is that these additional constraints have been formally discussed so that
the problems which need to be solved are at least clear.
Certainly, much research needs to be done. Edmonds' as yet unpub-
lished work would seem to hold promise for the future. Another area
which should be looked into is network flow algorithms. With the large
amount of structure present in the Chinese postman problem, it may be
possible by some fancy manipulation of the problem to apply the out-of-
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kilter algorithm which may be obtained from IBM. One possibility is to
divide the n odd nodes into two sets with n/2 nodes in each. Place unit
inputs on each node in one set, unit outputs on each node in the other
set, and force a flow of n/2 units through the network to determine the
minimum pairing. Since there would be n!/ )I@)! such minimum pairings,2
checking each one to determine the minimum of the minimums is unfeasible,
but perhaps this scheme could serve as the basis for a heuristic algorithm,
or perhaps even a branch and bound algorithm. This approach is similar
to the one by Murty and Edmonds, since a minimum pairing is sought. How-
ever, it differs because at each iteration a feasible solution is available
since a minimum pairing of two different mutually exclusive, collectively
exhaustive subsets of nodes is found. The two subsets whose minimum
pairing is the minimum of all those obtained, is the optimal solution to
the problem.
The problems in the area of vehicle routing are many. Much work has
been done in the field, but as in most areas of engineering endeavor, a
great deal remains to be done.
TAPPENDIX I. CONSTRUCTION OF AN EULER CHAIN
An Euler chain is a path through a network which covers every edge
exactly once. The following theorem is an existence theorem for an Euler
chain in a network.
Theorem
A graph G possesses an Euler chain if and only if it is connected,
and the number of nodes with uneven degree is 0 or 2, where the degree of
a node refers to the number of edges incident to it.
The proof of this theorem is not difficult. The necessity of the
condition is obvious if one considers that if a graph has an Euler chain
u, then it is connected, and only the two end points of u, if they are
distinct, can be odd. Sufficiency of the theorem is proven by induction.
Assume the statement holds true for a graph with fewer than m edges, and
then show that an Euler chain exists whose end points are the two odd
nodes, a and b, for a graph G with m edges. (An Euler tour or cycle
exists if there are no odd nodes.) The chain will be defined by starting
at one of the odd nodes, a, and covering edges in such a way that the
same edge is not covered twice. To ensure this, erase an edge once it is
covered. Because every node except b is even, it will always be possible
to leave a node once it is entered, and its parity remains unchanged
because two edges are always erased at a time. Once having entered a
node with no remaining edges to leave by, it must necessarily be b. It
is possible that not every edge in G was covered. However, for the graph
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G' of remaining edges, all of its nodes must be even and their number less
than m, so by assumption each component of G' must contain an Euler cycle.
Because the original graph G was connected, each of the Euler cycles in
G' must be connected to the original chain from a to b in G. By con-
sidering the union of all these chains and cycles, an Euler chain can be
defined from a to b in G.
The above proof is very convenient in that it specifies an efficient
algorithm to construct an Euler chain/cycle from a graph with two/zero
odd nodes, call them a and b.
Algorithm to Construct an Euler Tour
(1) Start at odd node a (or at any node if no odd nodes exist) and erase
each edge as it is covered.
(2) Do not cover an edge that is an isthmus. An isthmus is an edge
whose erasure would divide the graph into two non-empty components.
The above rules can always be followed because there is always an edge
leaving from the current node X (X 0 b) which is not an isthmus. If all
the edges incident to X were isthmuses, of which there must be at least
two, then they would lead to two disjoint components, each of which con-
tain an odd vertex, which is a contradiction.
As an example of this algorithm, consider Figure I-1. The task is to
draw an Euler chain on this graph, starting at node a. Because every node
except a and b is even, this must be possible. One optimal solution (see
Figure I-2), given in the order in which the nodes are visited, is
{a,cf,e,cd,be,d,a,b}. Of course, many other optimal solutions, such







Figure I-1. Example of a Graph with Two Odd Nodes.
(() (7)
(Io)
Note - Numbers in parenthesis refer to order in which edges are drawn.
Figure I-2. Euler Tour for Network in Figure I-1.
j
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that alternate optima exist in these problems may be helpful when attempt-
ing to solve more constrained problems such as those with capacity con-
straints, and those with one way streets.
APPENDIX II. GLOVER'S ALGORITHM
Before formally presenting Glover's algorithm and working a short
example, certain remarks and theorems will be given, and several additional
terms such as pseudo complement, real base of a graph, and pseudo trans-
late will be defined. The reader already familiar with this area may
pass over this introductory material and go directly to the algorithm
itself.
Background Material
For a graph P consisting entirely of pseudo edges, define its pseudo
complement, P, as the graph of ordinary edges corresponding to the pseudo
edges of P. In mathematical terms,
P P 12 S (7)
S---g P. pq
Pq
where the sum counts elements of P according to their multiplicity (if
S- appears k times in P, then S appears K times in the sum).pq pq
Conversely, given a graph H consisting entirely of ordinary edges, a
graph P consisting entirely of pseudo edges is said to be the pseudo
complement of H, H - P, if the pseudo complement of P as defined above
equals H (P - H). From this set of definitions it is important to note
that while the pseudo complement of a graph of pseudo edges is unique,
this generally will not be true for a graph H of ordinary edges. The
reason is that there usually exists more than a single unique path between
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every pair of nodes, so arbitrarily choosing paths corresponding to every
edge in H will result in different pseudo graphs P1,P2,... Pm' all with
pseudo complement H. Thus the pseudo complement of a graph H of ordinary
edges is not usually unique.
The notion of a pseudo complement can be extended to any arbitrary
graph X. Define F(X) to be the graph of pseudo edges in X, and T(X) to
be the graph of ordinary edges in X, always being careful to conserve
multiplicity. The following relations are obvious:
F(x) + T(X) = x (8)
F(X) f T(X) = * (null set) (9)
! ~ Now define a pseudo complement X of X as
X = F(X) + T(X). (10)
Note that since the complement of a real graph need not be unique, there
may be more than one X if T(X) is not empty. Two important characteristics
of a pseudo complement are
X+X is even, (11)
Z(x+X) - o (12)
Based on these definitions, Glover proves the following theorem as an
aid in developing an algorithm to solve the Chinese postman problem.
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Theorem
Let H be any subset of edges of graph G such that G+H is even. Let
H be any pseudo complement of H. Then H is an optimal solution for the
Chinese postman problem if and only if G+H has no simple cycles of
negative length.
It is quite apparent that this result is equivalent to the one by
Mei-Ko presented earlier. Since repeated arcs are negative and negative
cycles must be avoided, this amounts to saying that duplicated arcs may
not amount to more than half the length of any cycle. Obviously, this
new statement of the theorem alone is no better in proposing an algorithm
for the Chinese postman problem. However, by incorporating it along with
several new functions defined below, a much more efficient algorithm can
be developed.
Define the real base X of a graph X to be the graph
X - T(X) + F(X). (13)
In other words, obtain X from X by replacing each pseudo edge of X with
its corresponding simple path of ordinary edges. If X has no pseudo
*
edges, then X - X. The pseudo translate (X: P) of a graph X with respect
to a simple path P C X is
(X: P) = X - F(P) + T(P). (14)
To obtain (X: P) from X, remove the pseudo edges of P and then add pseudo
edges corresponding to the ordinary edges of P.
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The five remarks below follow immediately from the above definitions,
where P is any simple path from node p to node q ( q) in X.
Remarks
1. T(X: P) =T(X)
2. (X: P)* X* - F(P) + T(P)
3. £((X: P)*) (X*) + Z(P)
4. nodes p and q are even in (X: P)* if and only if they are odd
in X*
5. node r, r p,q is even in (X: P)* if and only if it is even in
X*.
With this new terminology explained, Glover's algorithm can now be
presented.
Glover' s Algorithm
1. To start, let KO, GG, and 0 be the set of odd nodes of G.
2. Select any two nodes pkq k Ok, and identify a shortest
elementary path Pk between Pk and qk in Gk.
3. Let Gk+1 = (Gk: Pk) and k+l = 0k - {Pk q }
4. Increment k by 1. If k=m (where 2m is the original number of
odd nodes in G), then 0m is empty, and the graph F(Gm ) is them m
solution we seek. The optimal solution to the Chinese Postman's
Problem is obtained by determining an Euler tour on G. Other-
m
wise, if k < m, return to instruction 2.
Glover[10 1 presents a rigorous as well as quite elegant proof of his
algorithm, and the interested reader is referred directly to his original
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work. However, to give a little more insight into the workings of his
algorithm, the following intuitive justification, first suggested by
Renard22], is presented.
First it will be demonstrated how the algorithm generates the correct
solution under a particular set of circumstances, and then it will be
shown what happens under more general circumstances. Recalling Mei-Ko's
work, the optimal solution for a graph with 2m odd nodes will require
duplicating edges to create m paths connecting m pairs of these nodes.
No edge will be duplicated more than once in the optimal solution. Con-
sider the case where by chance the two nodes chosen from 00, which are
joined by path P in G 0 , are to be joined by a path of duplicated edges
in the optimal solution. If the same type of chance selection occurs in
01, then for the path P1 in G1 (Go: P ) which connects the two new
nodes, F(P1) will not contain any edges since P1 and P2 are disjoint in
the optimal solution. Hence, for G2 = (G1: P 1),
G2 = G + T(Po ) + T(P (is)2 - T(P) ( 15 )
where T(P1 ) and T(P2) are determined on G . If two nodes in 
0Ok are
always picked which are joined in the optimal solution, then after the
th
m iteration,
Gm G + T(P1) + T(P2) + + T(P) (16)
*
It is readily apparent that Gm is the optimal graph on which to determine
an Euler tour.
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In the more typical case, when two nodes are chosen which are not
connected in the optimal solution, it must be determined how the algorithm
functions. In such a case, when taking the pseudo translate of the graph
with respect to the path P1, pseudo edges are added corresponding to
T(P). By adding these edges with negative length, an added attraction
has been added for an upcoming shortest path, Pk' to take these edges.
If one such path, Pr' does take one of these pseudo edges associated with
rP1, then obviously P1 and Pr are not an optimal pairing of the four nodes
comprising their end points since they share an edge. However, this is
reflected in Gr+l - (Gr: P) since the pseudo edges from previous paths
in G which are associated with P' those edges shared by more than oner r
path, are removed in forming Gl. This process continues each time a
new pair of nodes is added.
Example
At this point it would probably be beneficial to apply this algorithm
to an example problem. Consider the following graph G.
1. (3) c




I w ~~~~~~ (3) e.
The numbers in parentheses indicate the cost associated with each edge.
.!1. 0 - {b,f,c,e}, so arbitrarily let pomb and go=f.0 
2. Po = (b,g,f) by inspection. F(Po) .









4. P1 m (c,b,f,e) by inspection. F(P1 ) = (b,f).
5. G=(,:P)=G*iG 2 (G1 : P1 ) = G1 - (b,f) + (b,c) + (f,e), and 2 =, so G2 is


























Thus edges (b,c) and (f,e) must be duplicated to obtain the optimal
solution.
Of course, this result could have been obtained very simply by
inspection, but it is reassuring to see how easily it is obtained using
Glover's algorithm. Note at this point that although for this simple
problem it was possible to determine the shortest path between two nodes
by inspection, in life size problems this would not be possible. In
general it would be necessary to apply one of the well known shortest
path algorithms, or else use the algorithm Glover develops in [10]
especially for his algorithm for the Chinese postman problem.
APPENDIX III. MRTY'S MATRIX REDUCTION METHOD AND BRANCHING RULES
Murty's matrix reduction method has two parts, which are repeated
iteratively if necessary. First start with matrix C by finding its
optimal assignment using the Hungarian method developed by Kuhn[l4 '15 ].
The following simplified version of the algorithm is adapted from Hillier
and Lieberman[11 ]
(1) Subtract the minimum element in each row in the cost matrix from
every element in that row. Do the same for each column.
(2) Examine the rows and columns successively. For each row/column with
exactly one zero element, mark that element reserved and eliminate
other zero elements in its column/row from further consideration.
Continue for rows and columns without reserved positions until all
zero element positions are either reserved or eliminated. If the
reserved positions specify a complete assignment, it is an optimal
solution. Otherwise, go to step (3).
(3) Draw a minimum number of lines to cover all zero elements as follows:
(a) Mark all rows that do not have assignments.
(b) Mark all columns which have zeros in marked rows.
(c) Mark all rows that have assignments in marked columns.
(d) Repeat steps (b) and c) until no more rows or columns can be
marked.




(4) Subtract the minimum element not covered by a line from all such
uncovered elements. Then add it to each element that lies at the
intersection of two lines. Go to step (2).
The final matrix obtained from Ci with the zeros specifying a complete
assignment will be called Ci+l, where the initial cost matrix will be
assumed to be C.o
The second part of the reduction method is to repeat the first part
T
1clc
if C1 is not symmetric, with C -- 2 in place of C0. Repeat this
process of finding the optimal assignment with respect to transformed
matrices as many times as necessary until the final transformed matrix,
CR, with at least one zero in each row and column, is symmetric. The sum
~~~ '
of the costs of all the optimal assignments as they are obtained in
successive steps is the reduction of the matrix C.
Fortunately, urty proves that the process needs to be repeated
twice at most, and the cost of the first optimal assignment is actually
the reduction of matrix C.
Before presenting Murty's branching rules, two additional definitions
must be given. The remaining cost matrix at node N, where N is defined
according to the previous definition in Chapter III, section 5, is
obtained by crossing out rows and columns il,...,irjl... S Jr of C, and
replacing the cost elements in the cells (ml,pl)(Plml)...(m ,Ps)(p ,m )
by infinity (or an appropriately large number). The reduced matrix
obtained from this matrix is known as the reduced remaining cost matrix,
and is written CR.
1T
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Finally, the evaluation of an admissible unspecified cell (i,j) at a
node N is defined to be 9N(ij) where
9N(i,i) - Sum of the minimal elements in row i and column i of CNR
after excluding the element in (i,i);
9N (ij) Sum of the minimal elements in rows i and j and columns i
and in iR after excluding the (i,j)th and (,i)th
elements, but only if these minima occur at distinct places.
If these minima are not all distinct, but if two coincide
at one or both of the diagonal cells (i,i) and (j,J),
simply sum the diagonal cell(s) where the minima coincide,
plus the minimal elements in the row and column (if any)
whose minima are distinct. In other words, do not count
any cell in the sum more than once, even if two minima are
coincident there.
Murty's branching rules are as follows:
(i) Find the minimal terminal node N with the least cardinality (the
one with the maximum number of cells specified to be contained in
it).
(ii) Find (ij), an admissible unspecified cell at node N such that
(a) (i,j) is a zero cell in CN,R' and
(b) eN(ij) is maximum among the cells satisfying (a).
(iii) Branch from N with respect to (ij) and find the lower bounds on
both the branches using
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LB(N1) LB(N) + reduction of CNR without rows ij or columns i,j
LB(N2 ) LB(N) + reduction of iR with cells (i,j) and (j,i) replaced
by infinity (or a very large number).
(iv) Go to stage ml.
These computations are repeated until the optimality criterion is satisfied.
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